Introduction. Lazarus Immanuel Fuchs (1833 -1902 was the leading theorist of differential equations in the 1860s and 1870s, and, with Frobenius and Schwarz, a principal member of the 'second generation' of Berlin mathematicians. He obtained his Habilitation from Berlin University in 1865 and was eventually called back to succeed Kummer in 1884. His work can profitably be seen as an attempt to impose upon the inchoate world of differential equations the conceptual order of the emerging theory of complex functions. As well as being the architect of the rigorous modern theory of linear equations, he raised many questions which were taken up by his contemporaries and provided an interesting battleground for the schools of invariant theory and transformation group theory. Most famously his work inspired Poincare to create the theory of Fuchsian functions and Fuchsian groups. Through his work and his career we can gain an insight into the state of mathematics in the second half of the nineteenth century, as the original work of Weierstrass was built up into an imposing intellectual edifice.
the hypergeometric equation and the differential equations underlying contemporary work on AbeHan functions. The other sought to supply general existence proofs valid for large classes of differential equations. Legendre . In fact, Kummer's study in some ways coincided with the then unpublished half of Gauss' paper [1812b] . The most important advances beyond Kummer's work were made by Riemann and Weierstrass in the 1850s. Riemann gave a thorough account of the hypergeometric equation from the standpoint of complex analysis in his paper [1857a] in which he introduced his P-functions. These are functions with three branch points on the complex sphere at which their branching behaviour is prescribed, and any three satisfy a linear relationship with constant coefficients. Riemann showed that from this information alone it is possible to deduce that the P-functions (with prescribed behaviour at the branch points) satisfy a hypergeometric equation whose coefficients can be determined. This accomplished two things: it showed that for this kind of equation the solutions determine the equation; and it clarified the nature of the solutions as functions of a complex variable. In particular, it clarified how they behave under analytic continuation, a matter on which Gauss had held perceptive views (not published until 1866), but which Kummer had avoided by confining his attention to equations with a real variable. Then, in an even more famous paper of 1857 [1857b] on the theory of AbeHan functions, Riemann developed his theory of algebraic functions and their integrals. When he came to deal with Abel's theorem in § §14-16 of that paper, he discussed when a function can exist with prescribed zeros and poles by means of a system of linear differential equations. The same approach had been taken the year earHer by Weierstrass [1856] when deaHng with the simpler case of hyperelHptic integrals, as Riemann acknowledged.
To understand Weierstrass' argument we may take the simpler case of elliptic integrals which he used as an iUustration. The function x = snt/, a Jacobian elHptic function, satisfies which, conversely, can be solved in terms of power series in u which are uniformly convergent for all u. The arbitrary constants can be determined so that at u = 0, when indeed snw = p x /p. For the general theory Weierstrass had to consider n linear ordinary differential equations in n variables, corresponding to Jacobi's insight that one must invert sums of n integrals each taken along n paths. It is apparent that Weierstrass based his theory on differential equations and showed explicitly how the existence of solutions to such equations could be obtained as power series uniformly convergent on some domain. Unhappily, his lectures of 1863, which decisively influenced Fuchs, seem to be lost, but we do have a paper Weierstrass wrote in the 1840s (not published until 1894). In where the G t are rational functions, and showed how the G t can be modified so that a majorizing argument can be used to establish the uniform convergence of the power series which formally satisfy the original system of equations. Weierstrass has led us to the question of general existence theorems for solutions to ordinary differential equations. The pioneer in these matters, as is well known, is Cauchy, chiefly in his [1835] in which he presented the method of majorants, but also in his [1840], which was less well known. In the 1850s the new generation of French mathematicians began to investigate the singularities of analytic functions; the crucial paper was the joint work of Briot and Bouquet [1856a] who were pupils of Liouville. They studied the equation dy/dz -f (y, z) at points where the algebraic function/is undetermined and showed that at such points the solutions may have branch points and poles, even essential singularities. As Neuenschwander has shown [1978a], Briot and Bouquet were unclear about the nature of essential singularities. In [1856b] they made a thorough study of those equations of the form F(w, du/dz) = 0, where F is polynomial, which have elliptic functions as their solutions.
Fuchs based his first work on differential equations on the lectures of Weierstrass, Riemann' is an rc-tuple of independent solutions valid in a neighbourhood of a singular point a of the equation, then analytic continuation of y around a returns it as another n-tuple of solutions, say y = (y u ... 9 y n ) 9 and y = Ry 9 where R is an n X n matrix of constants. Replacing y by a different basis of solutions changes R to a matrix of the form BRB~\ In particular, taking y round every singular point in turn in the same direction takes y along a contractible path on the sphere with the singular points removed, so Fuchs obtained an equation of the form R\B 2 R 2 B2 l --• Bp+\Rp+iB^+i = I, whence det(R l R 2 -• • R p+l ) = 1. Thus far, Fuchs had essentially followed Riemann, even to the extent of reproducing his notation. Now he went beyond. The eigenvalues of each R t are all that matter (Fuchs called them the roots of the fundamental determining equation). If w x is an eigenvalue corresponding to the solution y! then y x = w x y x , and >>! is of the formy x = x r, 2f m a n x n 9 where w x = e lmir \ If R t can be completely diagonalized, say because its eigenvalues w n ,...,w in are all distinct, then the solutions are free of logarithmic terms and the corresponding r tj never coincide or differ by an integer. If, however, R t cannot be diagonalized, then logarithmic terms are to be expected. Fuchs Clebsch and Gordan, in their Theorie der AbeVsche Functionen [1866] . These papers are interesting because they show a rising BerHn-school mathematician responding to Riemann's legacy, but it can hardly be argued that Fuchs did much to advance mathematics in them. He seems to have recognized this, for he soon abandoned the topic. He then wrote some papers seeking to simplify the study of the analytic continuation of multivalued functions before he returned to the problem he had raised in 1866: when are all the solutions to a differential equation algebraic?
He was recalled to the problem by a striking paper of Schwarz [1872] , in which it was solved for the hypergeometric equation. Schwarz reduced the problem to the study of when the quotient of two independent solutions to a hypergeometric equation is algebraic. If the hypergeometric equation is and two independent solutions are/and g, then the quotient f/g = ij satisfies (^(TJ, x) is nowadays called the Schwarzian derivative, but it has a long history, and had been used by Kummer in his [1834], as Schwarz well knew.) Schwarz' first insight was to prove that this function maps the upper half-plane onto a circular-arc triangle whose angles XTT, /ATT, and VTT depend in a simple way on a, /?, and y, the coefficients in p and q. Then, under analytic continuation, it must map the lower half-plane onto a second, congruent, circular-arc triangle. When continued back into the upper half-plane, another triangle is produced, and so on. So if TJ is to be algebraic, this process must cover the sphere with a finite number of these triangles. This is a strong restriction on a, /?, and y, and Schwarz showed that the corresponding coverings of the sphere were the dihedrons, where the faces have angles TT/W, 7T/2, 7T/2, and certain triangular subdivisions corresponding to the regular solids. Apart from the dihedral family, he found precisely 14 cases in which all the solutions to the hypergeometric equation were algebraic.
Schwarz then went on to investigate when the triangles produced a Euclidean tessellation of the plane; in this case TJ is the inverse of an elliptic function, as he observed. Then, very significantly, he considered the case when the angle sum of each triangle is less than TT, and he showed with the example of a triangle whose angles were TT/3, TT/3, TT/5, that in this case the triangles could fill out a finite disc. It then happens that the inverse function to TJ is a single-valued function on the interior of the disc which has the boundary of the disc as a natural boundary, a phenomenon noticed earlier by Weierstrass in 1863. He gave this example of such a function, which he attributed to Kronecker:
No one responded for a while to the fertile new area that Schwarz discovered here, but his solution to the question of when the hypergeometric equation has algebraic solutions stimulated Fuchs to look again at his old problem. This time he formulated it in the language of invariant theory, which was a central topic of contemporary mathemetics. A homogeneous polynomial f(x l9 ... ,x n ) in n variables is called a form in this language. Expressions in the coefficients which do not alter under linear transformations of the variables are called absolute invariants; expressions which only alter by some power of the determinant of the transformation are called relative invariants. Analogous expressions which involve the variables are called covariants. For example, the Hessian det(8
is a covariant, and if g l and g 2 are forms in 2 variables (i.e. binary forms) then their Jacobian det(9g,/9x 7 ) is a simultaneous covariant. The whole thrust of invariant theory, especially as Gordan was then developing it, was the production of invariants and covariants of a given form. Gordan which transformed under analytic continuation of z only by being multipHed by a root of unity. Accordingly they are roots of rational functions. He showed that they exist and can be so obtained that n is as small as possible, say N. Fuchs summarized his findings in two theorems. If the differential equation (B) has algebraic solutions, then either the general solution or the corresponding O is a root of a rational function, and, conversely, if a basis of solutions {y X9 y 2 } yields a form ®(y x , y 2 ) which is not of degree a power of 2, then the differential equation has algebraic solutions. Recognizing that this is scarcely a simple test, he looked for simpler necessary conditions and found that unless JV = 2 it was necessary that no exponent at a singular point should have denominator greater than 10. This condition, he observed, is indeed met by the exponents of those hypergeometric equations Schwarz had shown had only algebraic solutions.
Fuchs Klein's solution certainly represented a victory for the new methods of group theory over the older ones of invariant theory, but the success was only partial because Klein emphasized the underlying geometry, as was his wont. But simultaneously, his friend Jordan gave an entirely group-theoretic solution which he was also able to extend to the third-order equation, and in some sense to the «th order. This was a dramatic illustration of the power of group theory. The wth-order case led Jordan to one of his most famous theorems, the finiteness theorem, which asserts that in some sense PSL(w; C) has only finitely many finite subgroups (see Jordan [1880] ). The precise sense is not relevant to this discussion; but the case n = 2 makes it clear that a preliminary classification into types of subgroups is needed since there are two infinite families of subgroups, the cyclic and dihedral ones. Then when n = 3 one must take note of trivial cases of direct sums such as octahedral plus cyclic, and so on.
Jordan also considered what the related differential equations and their solutions would look like and proposed that only finitely many equations correspond to a given group, but Poincare [1884] later pointed out that this is incorrect because of the nature of the accessory parameters.
The study of third-order differential equations, all of whose solutions are algebraic, is necessarily more complicated, as Jordan's work had shown, and progress was much slower. In two papers By a happy coincidence, the essay that took second place was Poincare's first significant work on Fuchsian functions. Whereas Halphen's approach is a high water mark for the methods of invariant theory, the work of Jordan and Poincare helped open up a fertile area for the newer methods of group theory, and so displayed these methods to advantage in the study of problems in a central topic in contemporary mathematics. Poincafe's essay derived from another new departure by Fuchs, to whom we must now return, although not immediately to the work that inspired Poincare.
Elliptic and modular functions; the arrival of Poincare. In a geometrical sense, the ordinary differential equations which he immediately beyond the equations with rational functions as coefficients are those with elliptic functions as coefficients. Of these, the simplest and most historically and physically significant is Lame's equation. It can be written variously as By now Fuchs had moved on to a more general question, which is the one that caught Poincare's interest. Fuchs took the general second-order differential equation of the Fuchsian type, P and Q are rational functions, and supposed f x and f 2 were linearly independent solutions of it. He then asked the following question, which is a naive generalization of the Jacobi inversion problem. Consider It cannot be said that the eight papers Fuchs wrote on this subject were a great success. Poincare, indeed, took as his starting point for his prize essay the observation that Fuchs' case-by-case analysis was both confusing and incomplete. It certainly confused Fuchs, because some of his results contradicted ones he had earlier obtained in his study of the problem of when a differential equation has all its solutions algebraic. In the correspondence of 1880 between Poincare and Fuchs (published in, e.g., Poincare, Oeuvres, XI, pp. 13-25) Poincare even had to explain how to distinguish between single-valued and unbranched functions. The nub of the problem can be indicated by considering what for Fuchs was just the auxiliary condition that z = z(£) be single-valued, but which Poincarfc rightly emphasized was the central problem. Suppose, for simplicity, the differential equation has three singular points and so is the hypergeometric equation. Then, if y is a loop based at z 0 and enclosing a singular point, analytic continuation of f x and/ 2 around y returns them as, say, a \f\ + a ih ^d ^1/1 + ^2/2* respectively. The variable z has returned to z 0 , so the quotient f x /f 2 satisfies
Consequently, the inverse function is invariant:
The function f x /f 2 is holomorphic everywhere except at the three singular points of the differential equation, which may be put at z = 0, 1 and 00 if need be by a rational change of variable. So f x /f 2 maps the upper half-plane onto a circular-arc triangle and, under analytic continuation maps the Riemann sphere onto a net of triangles, as Schwarz had shown. The inverse function will therefore be single valued provided that the net of triangles does not overlap. Fuchs' work produced conditions sufficient to guarantee that his functions z x -z x (u l9 u 2 ) and z 2 -z 2 (u x , u 2 ) were holomorphic, but Poincare pointed out that this only showed that z = z(f x /f 2 ) was not branched, not that the function was single valued. It left open the possibility that the net of triangles filled out, for example, an annular region. Eventually Fuchs pushed his results to a complete solution, given in his [1887d]. An amusing conclusion of his is that the original differential equation cannot have more than 6 finite singular points.
It seems that Fuchs' lack of geometrical grasp may have let him down. In an earlier paper [1877b] he dealt with this question of Hermite: why is it that if K and K' are complete elliptic integrals, and so solutions of Legendre' 
»<*-'>£ + *x-i)£ + I,-o.
has since become known as the Picard-Fuchs equation. It has a modern significance in algebraic geometry which is beautifully explained in Clemens  [1980] . At all events, Fuchs did indeed answer his original question. I have attempted a detailed exposition of his work in my [1983b] and will not repeat the attempt here. The vital response was Poincare's. Poincare, as has been said, considered only the question about the inverse to the quotient of two solutions to a differential equation. We have two accounts of his progress. One is his celebrated essay [1908] in which he emphasized the psychological aspects of his discoveries. The other comprises the three unpublished Supplements to his essay, recently discovered and described in Gray [1981 Gray [ ,1983a . Taken together they show almost week by week how the hypergeometric equation was studied by Poincare until the realization came (boarding a bus at Coutances) that when the triangles fill out a disc analytic continuation moves them around by non-Euclidean rigid-body motions. This realization dominates the first supplement, and it enabled him to prove the convergence of certain holomorphic quasi-invariant functions, which he called theta-Fuchsians, whose quotients represented the inverse function z -z(f x /f 2 ).
A second unexpected appearance of non-Euclidean geometry when he was pondering the number theory of a 2 + b 2 -c 2 enabled Poincare to escape the hypergeometric case and turn to the general second-order equation, as the second supplement describes. An unrigorous continuity method then enabled him in the third supplement to deal with Legendre' XI, 1953, pp. 26-65 . The controversy became public in December 1881 when Klein added editorial comments to the paper he had commissioned from Poincare for the Mathematische Annalen, and Fuchs replied with a carefully written note in the Gottingen Nachrichten [1882a]. However the question of influence may be resolved, it is not exactly true that Klein began his work on functions "which remain unchanged under linear substitutions" as a result of Fuchs' work, which was Fuchs' final claim. As we have seen, Klein was already interested in such a question when Fuchs returned to the algebraic solutions question.
Fuchs' work in the 1880s. The year 1884 marks in some ways the last high point of Fuchs' career. He received the final accolade of a full professorship at the University of Berlin and was made a full member of the Berlin Academy of Sciences. He also solved a question suggested by his earliest work on differential equations: characterize those (nonlinear) equations which have only fixed branched points none of which depend on the initial conditions. He considered in his [1884a] only first-order differential equations F(x 9 y 9 y') = 0, where F is a polynomial in y and y f whose coefficients are single-valued functions of z, and showed by relatively elementary considerations that the necessary and sufficient conditions for the equation [1885] , who showed that when the genus is greater than 1 the solution is an algebraic function of z. Poincare's methods were based on his new theory of automorphic functions; indeed he expressed some regrets at the end of his paper that the new differential equations do not lead to a new class of transcendental functions. As such they were generally found to be more complicated than those of Picard, which were put forward in his where R(x) is a polynomial of degree greater than 4, has solutions which are not analytic functions of u. This drew a pained response from his friend Casorati, who wrote an admirably clear paper does define an analytic function Z of z whenever R(x 9 y) = 0 is an algebraic function. Casorati showed that the function was, in the language of the time, infinitely many-valued. Fuchs' mistake lay in accepting uncritically Jacobi's definition of analytic. Jacobi had indeed shown that the values of z for a given Z cluster arbitrarily close together in the whole plane, and on that account he said Z was not analytic as a function of z. Fuchs seems to have used Jacobi's terminology uncritically, although it conflicted with the contemporary sense of analytic (namely, locally expressible as a power series). For this he was privately criticized by Weierstrass, who wrote to his friend Sonya Kovalevskaya on 14 March 1885 that Fuchs confused taking a given value with getting arbitrarily close to a given value. "The values of Z corresponding to one and the same value of z make up a countable set concerning which Cantor has proved incontrovertibly, as I am overjoyed to say, that there are not only infinitely many values which are not in it, but that these form a set of higher cardinality." (quoted in Biermann [1966, p. 212] ). In Cantor's terminology, the values of z corresponding to a given Z are everywhere dense. Casorati showed, however, that there is a perfectly good fundamental region for Z as a function of z, but even when R is hyperelliptic and of degree 5 the region has two sheets. This led him to form the corresponding Riemann surface for Z which had infinitely many sheets. Casorati's work is discussed in detail in Bottazzini [1977, pp. 50-56] , which also contains extracts from the Hermite-Casorati correspondence. Hermite wrote to Casorati (28 November 1885): "Besides, who would have disputed the dependence between the value of an integral and its limits. No one can raise any objection, neither to your reasoning nor its conclusion, concerning the entirely special law of this dependence which you have brought to light by employing Riemann surfaces." So it seems that Fuchs' mistake followed from his tenuous hold on the theory of Riemann surfaces and his neglect of the emerging Cantorian theory of point sets.
By 1885, the theory of functions had two foci: the great theory of complex analytic functions, and the rapidly developing theory of integration (Hawkins [1980] gives a vivid account of the journey from the Riemann integral to that of Lebesgue). The rich terrain between these two centres lay largely unexplored. Fuchs' remarks, however bungled, indicate a growing awareness of its importance. However, Fuchs himself did not enter the new territory, perhaps because he had got off to such a bad start, and instead turned back to old themes. In a series of four papers [1886b, 1887a, b, c] he returned to his Jacobi inversion problem and illuminated it with his theorem that a Riemann surface which admits an involution is birationally equivalent to a hyperelliptic one. This result is a special case of a theorem of Hurwitz, which says that any Riemann surface admitting an automorphism of period n is birationally equivalent to one whose equation is F(s n 9 z) -0. Hurwitz communicated this result by letter to Fuchs, who duly acknowledged it in his paper. Unhappily a priority dispute then arose, and Hurwitz attached a note to his paper alleging that Fuchs had slighted him (one suspects the hand of Klein). Fuchs replied in kind, and it seems Hurwitz thought better of it, for he withdrew the note when he republished the paper in the Mathematische Annalen in 1888, and would not allow it to be reprinted in the edition of his Werke (Hurwitz, Werke, I, editor's note p. 241). There can be little doubt that the discoveries were independent, and Hurwitz's paper is far more general.
But of greater interest is the last theme of Fuchs' work. He became increasingly concerned with the way the solutions to a differential equation depend on the coefficients. This is particularly a problem when a basis of solutions defined near one point is analytically continued to a second point where a basis of solutions is independently known. The problem is to find the matrix connecting the one system of solutions with the other. If this problem was solved, say for a linear equation, one would have an explicit representation of the monodromy group of the equation. In fact the problem is very difficult. Poincare discussed it in his [1884] in a way that none of his contemporaries seem to have liked because they never refer to it. Fuchs took up the case in which the monodromy matrices are independent of some of the coefficients of the equation, and was led to a system of first order partial differential equations which the solutions to the equation satisfy when considered as functions of those coefficients and the independent variable. In this way his work connected with his earlier study of hyperelliptic integrals as functions of a parameter, and also with contemporary work of Picard. The differential equations whose monodromy matrices are independent of a coefficient of the equation therefore have the property that their solutions are analytic functions of that coefficient as well as of the independent variable.
Fuchs' most successful student, Ludwig Schlesinger, took up this question in a series of papers, culminating in his [1912] . He called the problem of characterizing those differential equations that are independent of some of the coefficients in the equation the Fuchs problem, and showed how it was connected with the Riemann problem (find a differential equation of the Fuchsian type with specified monodromy matrices at given singular points Schlesinger in his [1912] gave explicitly the necessary and sufficient conditions the coefficients must satisfy if monodromy matrices are to be independent of the location of a singular point. These conditions were a system of partial differential equations, and he showed that they were solvable. The solutions were meromorphic functions with fixed poles and branch points, and Schlesinger gave them explicitly when the differential equation was of the second order. In the particular case of a second-order equation and his students that they formed "a typical example of a strictly limited 'School'" and that Fuchs "did not proceed further on paths taken by Riemann, but worked directly with the formulae in an elementary way". Both types of judgement reveal more about the speakers than their subject. Fuchs was indeed the leading Weierstrassian analyst of his day, and so naturally was regarded highly in Berlin. But his work was more fertile in other hands than his own, when it was connected to other traditions than those favoured in Berlin. Personal feelings aside, Fuchs' interests were indeed not central in Gottingen after the First World War, and partly as a result they have not recovered their former status in the world since. The monodromy problem seems only now to be capable of solution, and with the emerging theory of /?-adic differential equations Fuchs's stock will probably rise. The Fuchsian class of differential equations is of interest to algebraic geometers, and the Picard-Fuchs equation seems an appropriate reminder of his interest in treating the coefficients of differential equations as parameters. But it would be idle to debate the justice of remembering Fuchs by things Fuchsian. Rather, Fuchs' career remains of interest because it shows clearly and dramatically how mathematical ideas are many-sided, and how many new ideas may be needed to solve a problem. There is an ironic truth in the assessment that Fuchs opened up a new province: repeatedly Fuchs pointed to problems in analysis that could best be solved by group theory. Denying himself this tool, which belonged to the younger generation, one might say that Fuchs could only stand like Moses and gaze upon the promised land. So our interest is not exclusively in Fuchs but also in his relationship to others, such as Klein, Hurwitz, and, above all, Poincare. Finally, his career and the subsequent decline in his reputation dramatically illustrate how solutions in mathematics lead on to other problems, and how obstinately some problems force mathematicians to change what they regard as answers. The many interesting discoveries about the monodromy of differential equations made since Fuchs' time still fall short of answering the simple and direct questions he had in mind when investigating the relationship between ordinary linear differential equations and their integrals.
Appendix. The referee has kindly reminded me that two other papers by Riemann are of considerable interest in the historical study of differential equations. One is number XXI in the second edition of his Werke, and dates apparently from February 20, 1857. In this paper Riemann considered «th-order differential equations all of whose monodromy matrices are diagonalizable, and showed how to write down the general form of such an equation when none of its solutions ever become "infinitely great to an infinitely great order", as he put it. Consequently, he obtained Fuchs' characterization of such an equation, although he presented it in the form it takes when oo is an ordinary point. The second paper consists of notes of some of Riemann's lectures from the winter semester 1858/59 taken by von Bezold, which are even more remarkable. Riemann first considered the integral form of the solutions to the hypergeometric equation, and then went on to look at quotients to the solutions of such equations and the inverse function to such quotients. He even showed how to recapture a differential equation with algebraic coefficients when given a function invariant under specified monodromy transformations; this is the origin of Hilbert's 21st problem. He investigated in particular when the quotient is algebraic, and was led in this way to discover some results first published by Schwarz. The lectures conclude with a discussion of the modular function k 2 from this point of view; Riemann correctly describes its fundamental domain. Riemann may have seen this description in Gauss' Nachlass, which he was helping to edit, however, it is ironic to notice that the editorial team, led by Schering, eventually misunderstood this Gaussian fragment when they first published it in Gauss' Werke.
It is hard to assess the historical significance of these papers by Riemann. They have been well edited, perhaps one should say thoroughly edited, by Weber and Wirtinger, so one cannot be sure what has been done beyond the correction of mathematical mistakes in the manuscripts. The first paper was not published until 1876, the second not until 1902, and neither seems to have exerted any influence beforehand. But it is indisputable that Riemann saw some of the best ideas of Fuchs and Schwarz on differential equations before they did, although I am sure that their discoveries were made entirely independently. Wirtinger, in his lecture to the Heidelberg International Congress of 1904 (Proceedings, p. 124) 
